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Inc. Mid Shore Behavioral Health, Inc. makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy or any other aspect of 

material prepared by third parties, nor the information contained on linked sites. 
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The Steering Wheel 
Your resource for behavioral health trainings, events, program 

information, news, and more around the Shore. 

When Prediction Is Not Prevention 

Putting the focus on the population, not 

the individual. 
Posted Aug 05, 2018 

Psychology Today 

Last month we noted that it took two celebrity suicides and a 

seemingly shocking CDC report demonstrating increasing suicide 

rates in the US to get professionals, the media, and the public to 

finally focus their attention on suicide. Suddenly, medical journals, 

newspapers, and social media are abuzz with the news that we have 

an “epidemic of suicide” on our hands. A smoothly-produced CNN 

program hosted by Anderson Cooper, whose brother died by suicide, 

may be one of the best places to see how the media is dealing with 

the news that suicide is a terrible problem in the US. 

As usual, whenever we “discover” something that has always 

been a serious problem, there is a tendency to gloss over important 

facts in ways that can bedevil our desire to make the situation better. 

In this case, we are concerned that an emphasis in popular media on 

predicting which individuals are prone to suicide may be misplaced. 

As the public health community advocates, suicide prevention on a 

population level rather than prediction on an individual basis, should 

be our primary goal. If this focus is not adopted, we predict that 

health professionals will become even more reluctant to treat people 

who are at risk for suicide than they already are. 

Everyone seems to be citing the statistic that suicide is the tenth 
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leading cause of death in the US, hoping that this emphasizes its importance. But let’s look a little 

more carefully at that statistic. The top ten causes of death in 2014 were: 

1. Heart disease, 23.4 percent of all deaths 

2. Cancer, 22.5 percent 

3. Chronic lower respiratory disease (e.g. bronchitis, emphysema, asthma), 5.6 percent 

4. Accidents, 5.2 percent 

5. Stroke, 5.1 percent 

6. Alzheimer’s disease, 3.6 percent 

7. Diabetes, 2.9 percent 

8. Influenza and pneumonia, 2.1 percent 

9. Kidney disease, 1.8 percent 

10.Suicide, 1.6 percent 

In 2014, 614,348 people died from the number one cause of death, heart disease, whereas 

42,773 died by suicide. Now, we totally agree that every life is precious, and 42,773 is a big 

number. Our point here is not that we should consider deaths by suicide as negligible, but rather 

to recognize that on epidemiological grounds such deaths are uncommon, representing only 1.6 

percent of the deaths in the US in 2014. Statisticians traditionally consider an event that occurs 

less than 5 percent of the time to be a rare event. By that criterion, suicide, though tragic, is a rare 

event. 

This is important because everyone seems suddenly to be talking about suicide prevention. 

On a broad, population level, a public health approach to suicide prevention makes sense. But 

chasing the goal of predicting and preventing every individual case of possible suicide at the point 

of care is all the more difficult, given that suicide is a rare event in the first place. 

Two assumptions are commonly made about suicide: one, that we can predict who is at risk 

and two that with that knowledge we can prevent individuals from attempting suicide with 

treatment. With respect to prediction, it is true that we know some factors that increase the risk 

that someone will attempt suicide. Given this information and the fact that people who attempt 

suicide are usually suffering from conditions like depression, schizophrenia, or substance use 

disorders, it is natural to jump to the assumption that mental health professionals should be able 

to predict who is at risk for suicide and intervene with effective treatment to prevent that from 

happening by instituting effective treatment. 

In fact, the ability of any clinician to predict who is going to attempt suicide is notoriously poor. 

As psychiatrist Robert Simon wrote in 2002, “Psychiatrists cannot predict with certainty which 

patients will commit suicide. Suicide is a rare event. Attempts to predict suicide produce many 

false-positive and false-negative results.” In other words, most people we think might attempt 

suicide never do; only a small minority of people, even among those who suffer from mental 

illness, actually die by suicide. 

With respect to individual-level prevention, almost all experts agree that mental health care in 

the US—and indeed around the world—is inadequate. Many patients suffering from psychiatric 

illness do not have access to evidence-based psychiatric care. And given the fact that studies show  
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that 90 percent of people who die by suicide have a mental disorder at the time of their deaths, it is 

understandable that we assume that if people get the treatment they need, deaths by suicide can be 

prevented. Sadly, however, even as treatment rates for depression increase in the developed world—

more and more people are taking antidepressant medication than ever before—the suicide rate 

continues to increase. That doesn’t mean that antidepressants don’t work—they clearly do for people 

with moderate to severe levels of depression. Rather, it means that even for people who get mental 

health treatment, some will nonetheless kill themselves. Good mental health treatment can prevent 

many, but not all, suicides. 

The hazard presented by the way these two assumptions are generally framed is that they place 

the burden of predicting and preventing suicides squarely on the shoulders of individual psychiatrists, 

psychologists, and other mental health professionals as they treat individual patients. An April 2018 

Scientific American editorial points out that a substantial fraction of people who go on to die by suicide 

see mental health professionals or primary care doctors shortly before their deaths. “Yet,” the Scientific 

American editors note, “there are no national standards requiring these workers to know how to 

identify patients at serious risk of suicide or what techniques help them survive. If there were, perhaps 

some of those deaths could have been avoided." The Scientific American editors go on to call for 

mandatory training in suicide risk assessment and prevention for all mental health care professionals 

and primary care physicians. 

Training and evidence-based standards are all good things, and it is hard to argue against them 

when it comes to suicide prevention. But the editorial implies that it is the lack of such expertise that 

is responsible for the rising rates of suicide. There is absolutely no evidence to support the contention 

that this is the case. And advancing it as a cause of suicide has potentially devastating unintended 

consequences. 

Imagine a cardiologist who tells a patient with severe heart disease that she won’t accept him 

into her practice because he has a high risk of dying of a heart attack. Or an oncologist saying, “the 

type of cancer you have is potentially fatal and I don’t take on patients who might die.” These seem 

absurd, of course. We know that many patients who cardiologists and oncologists take care of will die 

because the illnesses they treat are serious ones that kill people. As long as doctors in those specialties 

do the best job they can in treating their patients, we do not fault them when some succumb. 

But we do not treat mental illness and suicide in the same way. Instead of acknowledging that 

depression, schizophrenia, and substance abuse are potentially fatal illnesses, we hold psychiatrists 

and psychologists accountable for suicide deaths by expecting them to make accurate predictions. 

This leads many to refuse to treat patients who express suicidal thoughts or plans. As psychiatrist H. 

Steven Moffic recently wrote, “For psychiatrists, the suicide of one of our patients is probably the most 

distressing event in our career.” According to journalist Sulome Anderson, “Many psychiatrists refuse 

to treat chronically suicidal patients, not only because of the stigma that surrounds it even in their 

profession, but because suicide is the number-one cause of lawsuits brought against mental-health 

treatment providers. Even though it is far harder to predict suicide than heart attacks, we seem to 

think that psychiatrists ought to be able to do it and that their failure to do so is what puts people at 

risk. 
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This problem extends to the research that is done to find better treatments for mental 

illness. Many clinical trials testing new antidepressant medication specifically exclude any 

patients who have suicidal thoughts or are at risk for suicide. The drug companies sponsoring 

these studies do not want the liability risk in case someone dies by suicide during a trial of 

an experimental medicine. This means that we have virtually no data from rigorous clinical 

trials about whether and which medications might actually decrease suicide risk. Only two 

psychiatric medications, lithium and clozapine, have ever been shown to reduce suicide risk 

and neither is specifically an antidepressant. Fortunately, this situation may change as the 

FDA recently proposed new guidelines that would permit including suicidal patients in 

antidepressant clinical trials. But whether drug companies will do so even with new guidelines 

is uncertain. 

There are some promising research leads that may improve prediction, but they are 

not ready for clinical use and may never be. What we need to do instead is to reassure mental 

health care professionals that because it is impossible for them to know who will die by 

suicide, we want them to treat patients with psychiatric illness to the best of their ability 

regardless of the risk for suicide, knowing that some of these patients may tragically and 

unavoidably die. Depression, like heart disease and cancer, is a potentially fatal disease and 

not all deaths can be either predicted or prevented. 

Rather than putting the burden on clinicians to sort out who might attempt suicide, 

experts in the field of suicide prevention, like those at the CDC, increasingly emphasize a 

public health approach. While preventing suicide on an individual basis is nearly impossible, 

there are a number of things we can to reduce the suicide rate on a population basis. These 

include putting up barriers to prevent jumping from bridges and tall buildings, restricting 

access to lethal means like firearms and opioids, and creating mental health educational 

programs in our schools. 

The rate of suicide in the US is rising at a shockingly high rate, but suicide remains a 

rare event. We must be very careful not to scare away psychiatrists and psychologists from 

treating people with serious mental illness because they fear a patient will die. Rather, we 

must reassure them that prediction on an individual basis is not an evidence-based method 

of suicide prevention. Ensuring that suffering people have access to high-quality mental 

health care regardless of their suicide risk is much more likely to help. 

 

Article: https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/denying-the-grave/201808/when-

prediction-is-not-prevention  

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/denying-the-grave/201808/when-prediction-is-not-prevention
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FT Program Support Specialist for Continuum of Care Housing Program. 

Bachelor’s degree in human services field and minimum one year relevant 

experience desired. Experience working with and advocating for vulnerable 

populations is essential. Excellent communication skills, collaborative work 

style, experience providing administrative support for meetings, and 

proficiency in Microsoft Office applications required. Knowledge of Housing 

and Urban Development (HUD) programs a plus. Housing Quality Standards 

(HQS) certification a plus; training provided. Position involves local travel.  

 

FT Behavioral Health Coordinator to support planning and management 

activities of the service delivery system for the five mid-shore counties. 

Bachelor’s degree in human services field and minimum 5 years relevant 

experience required; licensed behavioral health professional with Master’s 

degree preferred. Experience working with and advocating for vulnerable 

populations is essential. Demonstrated leadership ability, excellent 

communication skills, experience organizing and facilitating meetings, and 

proficiency in Microsoft Office applications required. Grant management 

experience a plus.  

Excellent benefits including 401(k) retirement plan.  

Interested candidates should submit resume and letter of interest by 8/15/18 

to Marshall Hallock, MSBH, Inc., 28578 Mary’s Court, Suite 1, Easton, MD 

21601. Email mhallock@midshorebehavioralhealth.org.  

Mid Shore Behavioral Health, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer 

 

Mid Shore Behavioral Health, Inc., public mental health authority for the mid-

shore region, is currently accepting applications for the following positions: 

 

mailto:mhallock@midshorebehavioralhealth.org
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Contact: 

Donald Hall, MHS, LCADC 

Program Director 

Dorchester County Behavioral Health 

donald.hall@maryland.gov 

410 228 - 7714 

 

Chesapeake  Voyagers,  Inc. 

Wellness  &  Recovery  Center 

342  North  Aurora  St./Easton,  MD  21601/410-822-1601 
 

Job  Title:  Peer  Support  Specialist  (PSS)  –  30  hours  per  week. 

Chesapeake Voyagers, Inc.  Wellness & Recovery Center 342 North Aurora St.  Easton,  MD  21601  410-

822-1601  www.chesapeakevoyagers.orgJob  Title:  Peer  Support  Specialist  (PSS)  –  30  hours  per  

week  Scope  of  Job:  The  Peer  Support  Specialist  (PSS)  will  use  his/her  own  life  experience,  

education  and  training  to  offer  peer  support  to  those  with  mental  health  and/or  addiction  issues  

by  practicing  the  values  and  principles  of  recovery  in  a  trauma-informed  way.    To  work  with  

participants  (one-on-one  and/or  in  group  settings)  to  promote  overall  wellness  by  exploring  

possibilities  of  recovery  through  the  participants’  values,  strengths,  knowledge,  skills  and  interests.    

Be  an  essential  part  of  the  team  in  building  a  stronger,  healthier,  interconnected  community  of  

peers.    

Hours  &  Days:  Weekdays  and  Saturdays.    Hours vary from 9:00am – 6:30pm  

Location(s):  Main location is in Easton.    Some  hours  will  be  required  in  the  other  4  Mid-Shore  

Counties  of  Caroline,  Dorchester,  Kent  &  Queen  Anne’s . 

Job  Duties:   

 Provide  a  safe  and  welcoming  environment  at  the  Wellness  and  Recovery  Center  and  in  

any  other  location  during  events/programs  sponsored  by  Chesapeake  Voyagers,  Inc. 

 Independently  develop  and  facilitate  support  groups  and  other  activities  designed  to  promote  

socialization,  education,  problem-solving,  skills  development,  etc. relevant to  the  recovery  

process.   

 Share coping/wellness  techniques,  self-help  strategies and  personal  experiences  used  to  deal  

goals  for  wellness  and  recovery  and  in  determining  the  actions  needed  to  reach  their  goals.   

 Accompanying  participants  to  various  places  such  as  job  interviews,  court,  behavioral  health  

and  somatic  health  appointments,  grocery  store,  social  services,  etc.    

For more information please go to 

http://www.chesapeakevoyagers.org/join-our-team  

 

http://www.chesapeakevoyagers.org/join-our-team
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Non-profit Human Services Organization is seeking the following 

applicants: 

 

Rehabilitation Specialist (Full Time): To work with adults and/or children in Caroline, 

Dorchester, and Talbot Counties, providing mental health support services. Strong 

communication, written, oral and team work skills required. Bachelor’s degree required. 

This full time position is responsible for utilizing rehabilitation concepts in order to provide 

quality mental health services to clients diagnosed with a mental illness. Essential job 

functions include onsite and offsite service delivery, completion of required documentation as 

per state/agency regulations, and executing job functions that support the goals of the 

program. The position is responsible for instructing, assisting and monitoring clients in 

accordance with individual rehabilitation plans. The applicant must demonstrate excellent 

interpersonal skills with clients, their families, internal and external staff. The applicant must 

have proficient written and verbal communication skills. The position will transport clients as 

needed. 

Residential Associate (Full Time) – Cambridge and Easton, MD: This position is a 7 

day on/ 7 day off shift requiring overnight and weekend coverage. Overnight stays in the 

home are required. 

This full time position is responsible for utilizing rehabilitative concepts in order to provide 

quality services to mental health clients residing in supervised housing. Essential job functions 

include monitoring medication requirement of the residents, supervising and instructing 

clients in activities of daily living, and supporting clients in community activities, promoting 

healthy lifestyles. This position will be working with male adults in Dorchester or Talbot 

County providing mental health support services to clients in their residential home setting. 

High School Diploma or GED Required; CNA, GNA or AA Degree Preferred. 

All positions require: 

Required licenses or certifications: 

• Valid Driver's License 

• No more than 2 points on your driver's license 

• Must be at least 21 years of age 

• Clear background check 

Send resume no later than 8/20/18 to: 

Channel Marker, Inc. 

8865 Glebe Park Drive, Unit 1 

Easton, MD or fax to Kelly Holden at (410) 822-0984 or email to kelly@channelmarker.org 

Resumes required/No phone calls/E.O.E. 
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Over the past few weeks the A.F. Whitsitt Center has been refining 

the after hour on call and referral process for the Opioid Crisis Beds. 

 

Jen McCready is the project contact and after hours/holiday contact 

to access the beds. 

 

These bed are for opioid related crisis only. All other substance use 

needs can be directed to the main Whitsitt number for referrals and 

admission. 

 

From July 1-present the beds are operating at an 84% occupancy 

rate. 

New After Hours Referral Protocol for Whitsitt 

Center Opioid Crisis Beds (MORR Beds) 

Phone Numbers: 

Voice: 410-778-6404 

Fax: 410-778-7002 

Admissions: 410-778-6404, 3223 

Jen McCready: 443-282-4640 

 
 

Address : 

P O Box 229 

300 Scheeler Road 

Chestertown, MD 21620 

 

Business Hours:  

Monday — Friday  

8:00am — 5:00PM 
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Webinar: Best Practices for Sustaining Behavioral Health 

Integration Models in Health Centers Using Health 

Information Technology  

 

August 22, 2018 

3:00 - 4:30 p.m. ET 

 

Presenters: Simon Smith, President and CEO, Clinica Family Health, Lafayette, Colorado; Janet 

Rasmussen, Vice President Integrated Services, Clinica Family Health, Lafayette, Colorado; 

Jason Greer, CEO, Colorado Community Managed Care Network (HCCN), Denver, Colorado 

 

Register free: https://goto.webcasts.com/starthere.jsp?ei=1199456&tp_key=1615747024 

 

HRSA’s Bureau of Primary Health Care (BPHC) is pleased to offer a webinar hosted by the 

SAMHSA-HRSA Center for Integrated Health Solutions (CIHS) that will address strategies to 

leverage health information technologies that support population health management and 

data aggregation to facilitate and sustain behavioral health interventions. Presenters will share 

best practices for health centers in streamlining and sustaining behavioral health workflows and 

maximizing their electronic health records (EHRs) to ensure comprehensive and accurate billing 

and coding. 

 

After this webinar, participants will: 

 Understand appropriate workflows that support sustainability of behavioral health 

screening, referrals, and treatment 

 Identify best practices in utilizing EHRs to ensure accurate and comprehensive billing of 

behavioral health 

 Identify best practices in working with Health Center Controlled Networks (HCCNs) and 

using Health Information Technology (HIT) to support population health management 

and data aggregation 

Please note the following: 

Registration is free and closed captioning is available upon request. 

The SAMHSA-HRSA Center for Integrated Health Solutions does not provide certificates of 

attendance or continuing education credits for webinar attendance. 

  

 

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/closing-the-gap-cultural-competence-in-community-services-tickets-10839781077
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/closing-the-gap-cultural-competence-in-community-services-tickets-10839781077
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/closing-the-gap-cultural-competence-in-community-services-tickets-10839781077
http://messaging.thenationalcouncil.org/c/12C0mRGwF8QDEgXprFeAvoiIpPS
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Please join the Maryland Department of Health's Behavioral Health Administration and 

the University of Maryland Training Center in celebrating the Substance Abuse and 

Mental Health Services Administration's (SAMHSA) National Recovery Month on Friday, 

September 7, 2018 with registration from 9:00 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. with the program 

beginning at 9:30 a.m. and concluding at 3:30 p.m. Our annual Recovery Month kick-off 

event, Join the Voices of Recovery: Invest in Health, Home, Purpose and Community , will 

take place at Rice Auditorium on Spring Grove Hospital Campus, 55 Wade Ave. 

Catonsville, MD, 21228. 

Registration with Continental Breakfast 

Welcoming Remarks and reading of Governor's Proclamation, Brendan Welsh,CPRS, Director, Office of 

Consumers Affairs, Behavioral Health Administration 

Updates from Brandee Izquierdo MPA,CPRS, RPS, President, Maryland Addiction and Behavioral-health 

Professionals Certification Board (MABPCB) , Director of Advocacy and Outreach, Faces and Voices of 

Recovery, Washington, DC 

We have invited Gayle Danley, who is an International Slam Poetry Champion and most recently 

received the Maryland Library Association Author Award for Poetry 2018, to join us in our celebration 

of recovery month. In December of 2017, Ms. Danley was invited by the Washington Ethical Society to 

perform her original poetry with all the trimmings: anguish, ectasy, soul and above all realness, at their 

Hope Anyways event. Her poetry speaks to the realities of life but also of the triumphs that also occur 

in recovery and life. 

Lunch- Box lunches and light refreshment will be provided.. 

After lunch, there will be two 1.25 hour Workshops. The first Workshop will be provided by the 

Maryland Coalition of Families, focuses on 3 of the major themes of our recovery celebration: home, 

family and purpose. The second workshop will take a look at Harm Reduction and how this pathway 

assists in supporting individuals and communities in the recovery process. 

The Recovery Day Celebration will conclude at 3:30 p.m. with the completion of evaluations and the 

awarding of certificates. 

This training is approved by MABPCB, Maryland Addictions and Behavioral-health Professionals Certification Board, 

which is the peer credentialing board in Maryland. This training will provide 4.5 CEUs in the following domains: 1.5 in 

Wellness/Recovery, 1.25 in Advocacy, 1.75 in Mentoring and Education. In order to receive a certificate a participant 

must attend all hours of the event. No partial credit hours will be given. 
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Please note that lab claims cannot be entered directly into Beacon’s ProviderConnect system through direct 

claims submission. Lab claims require both a service location NPI as well as a rendering provider’s NPI number 

and the direct claims submissions only captures one NPI number. 
Providers submitting lab claims must use a clearinghouse, the batch processing software available from 

Beacon, or a paper claim. Information concerning Beacon’s batch claims processing can be found 

here: https://s21151.pcdn.co/wp-content/uploads/Batch-Claim-Submission-Guide.pdf .  
Paper claims should be submitted to: 
          Beacon Health Options  
          Claims Department  
          P.O. Box 1850  
          Hicksville, N.Y. 11802-1850 

 

Attached you will find the Maryland Department of Health (MDH) notice on supervision and 

trainee requirements. Please feel free to share with your colleagues. 
Click here to access Approved Supervisor  
 

Topic: Provider Council Meeting  
Host: Donna Shipp  
Date: Friday, August 10, 2018  
Time: 10:00 am, Eastern Daylight Time (New York, GMT-04:00)  
Session Number: Not Available  
Registration password: This session does not require a registration password.  
-------------------------------------------------------  
To register for this training session  
-------------------------------------------------------  
Go to https://beaconhealthoptions.webex.com/beaconhealthoptions/k2/j.php?MTID=t381b56b9f98ca3462605364027825dee 

and register.  
Once you are approved by the host, you will receive a confirmation email with instructions for joining the session.  
Note: If you have already registered for this session, you do not need to register 
again. 
Can't register? Contact support.  
Click here to access August Provider Council Agenda                                    Click here to access July Provider Council Questions  

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0011YJ8fwmOa_XmDaKZXR1pgfZJDd28lJ1jfDw3FAyQGDICbR10nAjM1NEVge2XDx3LNT2Nr9lTT6oFlqL89EYqbkWsB5TCkuoaCaPK1knP_KlfMVZKua5VV4ONk4GN4EMpfUOjixTEy41Ti6ESi8nl77m69cnhufnDOIgOLSPowMXhEERZSHGjdRVak9wfyjF5FVBQ82J8QxNAZTghB5A16Q==&c=10XWDvAFMK5li2z3hKU1nlodTk9iDK1ErVyhgucgJazwPTwzUh6I6w==&ch=s-ssf5GbylJ4cbAknsyEDEDrWpi5bQ3guRRmaoawIZAG3bczmteMOQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001y4lbVBNvkwqtchm2OmqJljmVshACadLFKLzLuUrSrcokrmG8d15jftiOjNhDl6ZJh41PvRNQyy83S0syfr3JWB37NjoE8f0H13AOZ2TcFLcaF8TO3TLRpPSYVngcMBJ76TCfHLJ2zV0t2C8mBF6g1ndaXrxZPrsW3JUjqYQkj69n8TLNrDsx6MIJo2lEFo_ZJGqk-BQ366vl7UpaQdMg81VaOcmArjomXpEmd_zHvAg=&c=0FrFE2M7eqpS4ORoTK378A9pn-zMSfWvgsBL8NrnOlf_Z4Ji4scNkg==&ch=-vNMDYASMy_ateESJAdQ8UCALhl-0Jed3PfSHwV5cv_StGqW0tUC8w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001368hgrXc508-horxj9oCOqYagHoVQx_RdaFf7QDLArOwGXVwMeGMH3ncEmLZjx5jX3HhsaQBy4aipBOEIZzkJ8mOoCk4rSYTI9fBniwORUh0Gn3MFQlAMW89Jme52pTSxbXLIjaumwbVDXtEj9HZnPakAC4bEADJaV65f0gRXeac80Dh_ygUvHHOMSD9cl667BcinKkdaaD5msZQXGh73iKrHyLHjsSmiKBRceiNsUIqTtd1wiNs4EuqMEWeuMLYopf5dqbH0Ik=&c=bT2PSnkgaB0_sdeU-sF2XNhzo7B7wgSDOb2F8h1v2qhb_g8l36vRwQ==&ch=thwe2dFacluTLWYWyrN44jKsJrrm-qvPrPfUQ1JjCyvU90VEoTCPCA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001vsqtto7PSYU0GDm6sS6Ab62vZ39EHbn3TeRS4fIvv9YXlFEv_nkfE7Q813gIqXjSAahdi5DU0w_q9D5OepTirQ1ZZvfUZN0yxFvz683p0rNZtOU246gwZvokkK0k0IVpHfbSMVcsCRfS3GoP4SInZdEt9XxC3dHpJWv14NynYRJkeqTl2UM-LwkLFpUpuP6K&c=kjJaYjYqxJXb4tYyHjHSI5SSl2KShsMmqEi66mV_IQemwL-uhCCJ4A==&ch=K4YXlkbHbpF1bs-c4tTxwi9w2D_lI9S5xdbxtkZ_A6qAsCEuVAYRkQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001368hgrXc508-horxj9oCOqYagHoVQx_RdaFf7QDLArOwGXVwMeGMH-tZxAh9QQNhwpDT9cDRHm3_r5PQQRnZSLZeYf7HaqzC_U7LFV-oOkpwWOAaHBMDVBBI8GmYp-qedXviWwEoe4XY6I0vr0n6yc3Lc65DTnXNrbDS6pOXE_Dj_5gcLexJECEYcJKbzRVjjbVfEMHv74WGquKrBkAO862BKDAJty9EexRAmip78zw=&c=bT2PSnkgaB0_sdeU-sF2XNhzo7B7wgSDOb2F8h1v2qhb_g8l36vRwQ==&ch=thwe2dFacluTLWYWyrN44jKsJrrm-qvPrPfUQ1JjCyvU90VEoTCPCA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001368hgrXc508-horxj9oCOqYagHoVQx_RdaFf7QDLArOwGXVwMeGMH-tZxAh9QQNh_fY9mZEF9xEIxbOqo64wQ49mcNct2F4j_eayk4qps2WFNQbQZGMDanL8VBWu_QRrJRaHz3HP4MVZi0zoTstfAF6hF-LMNmqo7t7DOrOm5aedQOE30hw4aVIp9GGjAobz8jfgtjAgiS4bw8EyueRus_sPtnuxnCggpcfVERSwlDA=&c=bT2PSnkgaB0_sdeU-sF2XNhzo7B7wgSDOb2F8h1v2qhb_g8l36vRwQ==&ch=thwe2dFacluTLWYWyrN44jKsJrrm-qvPrPfUQ1JjCyvU90VEoTCPCA==
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Thank you for reading! 
 

For future submissions to our newsletter please email me 

directly at lpollard@midshorebehavioralhealth.org 
 

See you next week! 
 

As always, we hope this newsletter has encompassed useful 

resources from our region. 
 

About MSBH: 

“The most important core value of our organization is hope: 

The belief that resiliency and recovery are real provides the 

essential and motivating message of a better future – that 

people and communities can, and do, overcome the internal 

and external challenges, barriers, and obstacles that confront 

them in order to achieve wellness.” 

 


